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This is our ultimate aim

Activities

Outcomes

Evidence

Knowledge Strategic
Outcome

Beliefs

Aim

Strong, active community life in Brighton
& Hove, especially in marginalised
neighbourhoods and communities of
interest

This is part of what we
believe is needed to
achieve it

"small civil society
organisations … are often
the bedrock of civil society,
enabling social action,
mutuality, advocacy and
generally supporting the
social fabric of
communities."(1)

Small self-directed groups are a central component
of strong communities

This is the intended
result of our activity

Some of what we have
learned about the
things groups need to
achieve the strategic
outcome

Indicators that our
work effectively
contributes to the
desired outcome

This is the immediate
effect of our activity

What we do
day-to-day

"the community sector is
uniquely positioned to
notice the issues and
concerns in communities
without direction from ‘the
centre’. They have the
flexibility, relationships,
reach and trust to be able
to respond and help ease
the pressures on people in
communities and make
lives better." (2)

Well-run community groups are empowering
for those involved in them, as well as being
key providers of vital services

"Many individuals who get involved in
community activity find themselves
more knowledgeable about local
decision-making processes and
become more confident to get
involved." (3)

Self-organised groups of marginalised individuals are
particularly important in building an equal
community

Listening to groups and answering
their questions is built in to our
decision-making processes.

More effective and inclusive community
groups, with more confident and
experienced activists and with access to the
tools and information they need

The help needed by small groups is practical not
theoretical

83% of our user
groups are run
mainly by
volunteers (5)

Support to small groups is best delivered by a
specialist provider with experience of their
needs

Over decades, we have built up our
services through responding to the
expressed needs of groups.

Marginalised groups need more intensive support
and this is best delivered face to face

100% of our 2016 survey respondents agree that the
Resource Centre makes life easier for their group. (5)

97% of our support session feedback forms in
2015-16 rated our work as excellent (6)

"the integrated package of support offered by the
Resource Centre to its priority groups is part of an
ongoing relationship of trust and respect; the
package of support enables groups to understand
the full range of responsibilities, including financial,
safeguarding, health and safety and accountability
that they are required to have." (7)

Activists in groups have access to a range of
equipment to enable them to carry out their
activities

Activists in groups have access to up to
date information designed to meet the
needs of small groups

Activists in marginalised groups have access to
effective training and support around problems
they face

A range of equipment for groups to hire at low cost,
for use at their own events

Clear, straightforward information on all
aspects of running a small community group

One-to-one, flexible advice and support for activists
in marginalised neighbourhoods and communities
of interest

A community print room, where groups can produce
newsletters and publicity materials cheaply, with
support and help from experienced staff

Information on useful sources of funding and
other services for small groups

Free examination of accounts service for groups
based in marginalised communities

Around 900 groups use
our services every year
(4)

For most of our user groups, we are the only
support agency they use (5)
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A culture of learning
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This is an iterative process. We offer
practical services because they are the
ones groups have asked for. Providing
useful services gives us the
opportunity to listen to groups and
learn about how they improve
wellbeing in their communities.
Our management structure mirrors
the egalitarian nature of many small
groups and ensures that our staff are
skilled at sharing responsibility and
communicating clearly.
The lessons of our experience of
listening to and working with small
groups are confirmed by the findings
of recent academic research in this
field.

